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I plan on doing some future art pieces however don't always know how they look to others and often
do not get any critiques, either good, or bad

My art is a mixture of digital art, photomontage, sometimes photoalteration 

In the past i used base images such as the Iron man delivery santa in a marvel flyer ad
and made it into the iron man santa in my gallery

My newest image to make will be a remake of Marvel Zombies from this old image

http://graffikarts.zoomshare.com/0.shtml/NewWorks left link

I no longer have original however I will redo all the main characters except Galactus and clean him
up from the image to the left

This is based upon a 2 page spread of Marvel zombies series 1 #4

however doing so many characters, and in zombie fashion is a tricky thing to do especially noting to
make them Dirty, and zombie looking

More modern updates of this type of art may be seen in my galleries - 
You may critique the art if you wish but it's going to be changed and modernized

and it would be nice to get help when I make it to say what i do wrong on images to improve

While oldest images sometimes are similar to tracing ,new ones are much more elaborate and bast
upon freehand drawing of them, though may sometimes use base images for position but not the
image itself

A quick rough draft on the hulk here -> NO it's not going to remain this way i was just toying with
ideas putting real images of hair on him and what the modern update of teeth on them might look like
- I will not be using as much textures this time unless they are less noticeable

a quick version of Wolverine - though it will be completely redone - to get peoples opinions on it

http://s516.photobucket.com/albums/u322/grafffik/RandomArt/?action=view&current=sample-222222
2.jpg
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